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Kit and Precut Homes: An
American Architectural
Phenomenon
History of Precut Kit Homes
Prior to 1900, plan books showing
designs for residences evolved, giving
home builders an alternative to hiring an
architect to design a house. William
Radford of Chicago was one successful
publisher of plan books, selling plans by
mail from 1890 until 1930 for a fraction of
the cost of architect-drawn plans. Soon
after the turn of the century, a number of
suppliers of building materials also began
offering building plans. Among these
were Chicago-based companies Sears
(1908), Wards (1910), and Harris Brothers;
Gordon-Van Tine of Davenport, Iowa; and'
Aladdin of Bay City, Michigan (1906).
These were later joined by Chicago-based
Home Builders Company, which published an annual collection of some 400
home plans, as well as preparing individual catalogs of approximately seventy
homes each for local lumber yards.

tem would save the builder up to 30%

The Evolution of Precut Homes
Precut home marketers went one step further than plan providers. All the structural
lumber was cut to size and shipped to the
buyer along with the plans. As far as we
know now, the first company to produce
kit homes was Aladdin. The company's
founder saw a kit to make a boat, and
realized that the same principals could be
applied to building a home. Working with
a Bay City, Michigan lumber yard, he
formed the Aladdin Company and began
marketing these homes. Other manufacturers soon joined in. Since the goal was to
sell as many homes as possible, precut
houses were usually not distinctive architectural designs, but copies of the most
popular styles of the day. These well
designed, practical homes were made of
top quality materials, using the same technologies as other builders.

compared to the cost of standard building
methods. Lumber and hardware were
purchased in bulk. House designs were
standardized to red,uce waste in materials,
but customers were encouraged to personalize their order by moving windows or
doors, adding porches, fireplaces, sunrooms, window boxes, trellises, and by
selecting exterior finish and colors.
The structural elements were cut to
exact size at the mill and shipped to the
customer by rail. Parts for a typical home
filled two boxcars, and included approximately 10,000 numbered pieces of lumber,
kegs of nails and other hardware, roofing
tar, shingles, paint and varnish, and blueprints and instructions on how to assemble the house. In the days before home
power tools, precut homes represented an
enormous saving in labor and materials
for the home builder. To promote their
homes, companies placed advE!rtisements

This Sears kit house was built at 911 \Iv. John, Champaign. The "Dover" is an
Americanized English-type colonial story-and-a half cottage with a convenient floor plan.
The plan was offered in 1928, 1929, 1932-1935, 1937, and 1939 and cost between
$1,613 and $2,311.

Manufacturers claimed the precut sys-

in national magazines and newspapers in
major cities.
Cost of the finished house, including
the lot, the foundation, and construction
labor 'was usually about double the catalog price, which included only the building materials. Heating, plumbing, and
electric systems were available at additional cost as were built-in cabinets. Precut housing thrived until after World War
II, when changes in tract housing construction methods and increased popularity of prefabricated and mobile housing
meant that precut housing companies
could no longer compete financially.
However, kit homes are still available
today from companies such as Crafty
Beaver. These are made of inexpensive
materials in comparison to kit homes of
the 1920s. No more hardwood flooring
and crown moldings!

.

Due to a change in printing programs and
subsequent technical difficulties, this
issue is a combined two-issue newsletter.

V. Scott. There is evidence that GordonVan Tine supplied the building materials
marketed by Sears from 1907 to 1912,
when Sears purchased its own millwork
plant in Norwood Ohio. Gordon-Van Tine
issued its first house plan book in 1912,
and introduced its "Ready-Cut" home line
in 1916. Mortgages were offered on a limited basis from 1927 to 1931. Gordon-Van
Tine continued selling homes through
1945. When the post-World War II FHA
price limits turned out to be less than the
cost of production, Gordon-Van Tine and
a number of other companies refused to
sell lumber and building materials. In
1946, businessman Sidney Rose of Cincinnati bought the company, closed it, and
sold off the assets.

Below are brief histories of the major
companies supplying precut homes in
the east and midwest United States.
Aladin, Lewis-Liberty,
and Sterling,
Bay
City, Michigan
[Bay City Michigan companiesmayusefullybe consideredasa single supplier,due to theirhistoryof
mergers, subcontracting, and separations.]

Manufactured housing pioneers William
and Otto Sovereign founded the Aladdin
Company in the early 1900s, selling first
precut cottages, then arts and crafts residences using materials supplied by both
Lewis Manufacturing and International
Mill and Timber of Bay City. Lewis began
producing their own line of homes in
1913, using some of the designs they had
created for Aladdin. Aladdin continued to
market their line of homes, opening new
plants in Oregon, North Carolina, Mississippi and Canada. In 1915, International
Mill and Timber introduced their own
designs under the name Sterling Homes.
The Sterling plant was destroyed by
fire in 1917; the company went into bankruptcy post World War I and was purchased in 1920 by timberman Leopold
Kantzler. The facilities were again
destroyed by fire in 1925, and after
rebuilding, Kantzler took the name
Liberty Homes for the manufactured
housing division. Aladdin, Lewis-Liberty,
and Sterling all survived the Great
Depression, despite a 52% decrease in
housing sales nationwide. During World
War II these companies kept afloat by
manufacturing barracks and temporary
housing. The post-war housing shortage
brought a surge of home orders, but sales
then declined steadily. Sterling closed in
1971, having sold" about 35,000 homes;
Lewis went bankrupt in 1973, after selling
about 60,000 homes. Aladdin closed in
1983 after selling about 100,000 homes
throughout the United States, Canada,
England, and Africa. Sales records for the
Aladdin Company are available at the
University of Central Michigan. The combined sales figures for these three companies appear to make Bay City the leading
supplier of precut housing nationwide.
Gordon-Van Tine, Davenport, Iowa
(1907-1946)
A sawmill established in 1866 by U.N.
Roberts became the parent of the GordonVan Tine Company, incorporated in 1907
to handle building materials. It is likely
that the company name was derrived from
the middle names of two major stockholders, Horace Gordon Robinson and Harry

.

Harris Brothers,
(1913-1960)

Chicago,

Illinois

[Currently,theavailablehistoryof this company

is

sketchy, and only the mail order home catalogsfrom
1914, 1916, and 1925 have surfaced.]

In 1892 the company which would evolve
into one of Sears' major precut home competitors was a housemoving company. In
1900, when they secured the contract to
demolish the Columbian Exposition structures, the name was changed to Chicago
House Wrecking Company. Sometime in
the early 1900s, they began offering house
plans and selling the material and lumber
to construct them. In 1913, the company
name was changed to Harris Brothers,
and they published their first catalog of
pre-cut homes in 1915. The company
remained in business until 1960, but
apparently stopped selling homes during
the depression.
Montgomery Ward, Chicago, Illinois
(1910-1931)
Wards introduced house plan books in
1910, featuring outdated turn-of-the-century designs mostly by William Radford.
Beginning in 1917, Gordon-Van Tine provided the materials for the homes marketed by Montgomery Wards. No precut
homes were sold by Wards until 1921,
when Gordon-Van Tine took over Ward's
mail order housing department. The
brand name "Wardwa:y Homes" was used
from 1922 until 1931, featuring the "readycut" system. These homes are identical to
Gordon-Van Tine homes from corresponding years; only the model names and
prices differ. Like Sears, Wards offered
mortgage financing until 1931 when it
closed its housing division.

Sears, Roebuck and Company, Chicago,
Illinois (1908-1951)
Between 1908 and 1939, Sears Roebuck
and Company marketed over 450 different
models of homes by mail order catalog.
From 1908 to 1915 Sears sold only plans;
in 1916 they began marketing precut
homes or kits, at the same time offering
mortgages in hopes of attracting cus~
tomers who did not have the cash to purchase Aladdin or Gordon-Van Tine precut
homes. Sears soon discovered that the
mortgage business was even more profitable than the housing business! Sears
discontinued mortgage financing in 1933,
and continued to market precut homes of
simplified design and building materials
of lesser quailty until 1940. Sears sold an
estimated 60-70,000 homes from 1908 to
1940. Post-World War II, Sears began marketing a limited number of partially prefabricated models under the brand name
"Homart" (from HOman and ARThington
streets where the main Chicago office was
located.) These did not seem to have popular appeal, and were discontinued
around 1951.
Kit Homes of Champaign-Urbana.
While a complete survey has yet to be
done, I have spotted a number of homes
in both towns which appear to be of mail
order origin. The first step in locating
these houses is a visual comparison with
catalog images. Since the homes were generally not of unique design, identification
depends on matching the small architectural details: for example: number, size,
and location of door and window openings; distance from the tops of these openings to the eave line, chimney location;
and shape and placement of dormers.
As is typical of other midwestern
towns, the homes are, for the most part,
located in the second ring of growth, just
beyond the oldest structures in the center
of the towns. At least twenty-two of Sears
over 400 models are represented; inaddition, Sterling, Harris Brothers, and
Gordon-Van Tine/ Wards are represented.
In my peregrinations, I have obtained documentation for six of the thirty-three
homes I have located. Since the kit homes
look very much like their contemporaries,
such documentation is critical if we are to
know for sure which are actually precut.
homes.
Conclusions
The Champaign-Urbana area contains a
significant number of kit homes, from at
least four different companies. Document-

ation of these, and a survey to locate additional kit homes, would be a valuable
resource for future preservation efforts.
If you have any information about the
homes listed below, or have access to
mail order home catalogs, especially from
the Harris Brothers (Home Wrecking
Co.), please contact Rebecca Hunter, 903
Cedar Ave., Elgin IL 60120, 847-697-4551.
For information about the upcoming book
Field Guide to SearsHousesby James Chapa
and Rebecca Hunter, s~e our web site
www.searskithouse.com
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Champaign
Champaign
Champaign
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404 Birch
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609 W. Indiana
304 Nevada
503 W. Nevada
212 W. Oregon
203 Vermont
505 W. Vermont
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Original Catalogs
Aladin. Lewis. Sterling COlT\Panies. The
Bay City, Michigan Historical Society
owns many catalogs from Aladdin, Lewis,

.
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Company
Sterling
Sears
Sears
Unknown
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Unknown
Sears
Gordon-Van Tine
Harris Bros.
Unknown
Sears
Harris Bros.
Sears
Sears
Sears

Champaign
Champaign
Champaign
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana

Gordon-Van Tine
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears

Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana
Urbana

Gordon-Van Tine
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Sears
Gordon-Van Tine

/

and Sterling, companies. 321 Washington
Ave., Bay City, Michigan 48708; 989-8945733. Aladdin Company built examples
of its homes in Bay City, Michigan.
Clark Historical Library, Central Michigan
University, Mount Pleasant, Michigan is
in the process of computerizing the
Aladdin sales records. Contact Frank
Boles, 989-744-3352.
Gordon-Van Tine Company. The Davenport, Iowa Library has five catalogs published between 1926 and 1941, as well
as three catalogs of building materials.
MontgomeJ:}' Ward. The American,
Heritage Center, University of Wyoming,

Laramie, Wyoming holds fourteen home
catalogs between 1916 and 1931, and seventeen building materials catalogs.
Sears Roebuck. The Sears archives, now
housed at The History Factory, 14140
Parke Long Court, Chantilly, Virginia
20151,703-631-0500, has all the catalogs of
homes except 1910. Dennis Preisler, Sears
Corporate Historian, Sears, Roebuck and
Co., 333 Beverly Rd., Hoffmann Estates,
IL; 847-286-9555..
Gail Borden Library. Elgin, Illinois 60120,
has bound photocopies of many of the
Sears Modem Homes Catalogs. 847-7422411.
Lustron Houses
The Lustron Company of Columbus Ohio
produced ail-steel homes as a solution to
the post-World War n shortage of homes
for veterans. The effort was subsidized by
the government; nonetheless, the compa~
ny went into bankruptcy after producing
only about 3000 homes. ChampaignUrbana is home to a number of these
unusual buildings. While they are not kit
homes, but rather prefabricated homes,
they are listed here as worthy of mention
This article was written by RebeccaHunter of
Historical Architectural Research, 903 Cedar
Ave., Elgin,IL 60120; 847-697-4551.
In 1996, Historical Architectural researcher
Rebecca Hunter became fascinated with the
phenomenon of mail order homes, especially
those marketed by Sears, Roebuck and Company between 1908 and 1940. Since Sears no
longer has records of these sales, the locations
of most of these homes, which constitute an
important part of the nation's architectural
heritage, are unknown. Hunter has since located these homes in nearly every Chicago-area
town, and in many other towns nationwide.
Working with the Elgin Illinois Heritage
Commission, Hunter located over 200 Sears
Roebuck. homes in Elgin, and, to date, has
secured documentation to prove that over 160
are indeed Sears mail order homes. This
appears to be the largest number of these

homesfound in anyone municipality. In

.

April 1999, the results of the survey were permanently placed on file with the Elgin Heritag~ Commission, the Elgin Area Historical
Museum, and the Gail Borden Public Ubrary
in Elgin. Hunter's book, "Elgin Sears House
Research Project" is available in the Gail
Borden Ubrary.

List of known Lustron Houses in Champaign-Urbana.
ModellBedrooms

Adrress

02
02
02

302 S. Elmwood
1109 W. Clark
818 W. Columbia

02

1213 W. Daniel

City

Company
Lustron
Lustron
Lustron

Champaign
Champaign
Champaign
Champaign

Lustron

02
02

1201 W. Green
1011 W. Hill

Champaign
Champaign

Lustron
Lustron

02
02
02

1210 W. Williams
504 S.. Lincoln
10 Glover

Champaign
Urbana
Urbana

Lustron
Lustron
Lustron

Since then, Hunter has turned her focus to
Sears homes in other municipalities, and to
mail order homes from other companies. She
has located Sears homes in over 300 Illinois
municipalities and in twenty-nine other states.
She has identified homes from Gordon-Van
Tine, Montgomery Wards, Aladdin, Sterling,
Lewis, and Harris Brothers mail order home
companies. She is currently working on a
definitive reference guide to Gordon-Van Tine
mail order homes and with James Chapa is coauthoring a book on Sears homes.

Fall Conferences
Restoration & Renovation Exhibition and
Conference is scheduled for Navy Pier in
Chicago on September 18-20. Restoration
of late 19th and 20th century buildings
will be discussed and hundreds of specialty products and services will be on view.
See www.restorationandrenovation.com.
PACA also has registration information.
The Mid America Trails & Greenways
Conference will be at the Hyatt Regency,
Indianapolis on September 21-24,2003.
This is an opportunity to join with others
from nearby states that share an interest in
working for the enhancement of our
regional green infrastructu,re. Visit the
website for more information: www.indy
greenways.org/conference/index.html.
The National Trust. for Historic Preservation's National Conference will be in
Denver from September 30 through
October 5. The theme is "New Frontiers
in Preservation." The conference will
focus on key issues that will affect preservation for years to come, including
sprawl, saving postwar resources, diversifying the preservation movement, new
technologies, and heritage tourism. Check
the website for more information: www.
nthpconference.org.

From the Presidents

Desk

The summer has been busy around the
warehouse. Salvage operations and donations have filled the warehouse while sales
have been down. This has created a need
for a major clean-up and reorganization of
the warehouse storage area. As part of this
effort new steel shelving units are being
ordered and work will begin on the outside storage area. It also may be time to
have a sidewalk sale, which in the past
was very successful in terms of sales.
On Monday, June 23 the warehouse was
broken into. The suspect(s) gained access
through a window along the alley breaking a toilet in the process. A small
amount of money from the front desk and
the change in the soda machine was taken
as were cordless power and hand tools.
The keys for the truck were found and it
was also stolen. This is when the story
takes some strange twists. The truck was
returned to our lot, but was not parked in
its usual spot on Tuesday morning when
Dan Leasure and Bill Odenweller met at
the warehouse to discuss some needed
truck repairs. The truck sounded badly
when started and it was out of oil and
coolant. This is when the break-in was discovered and the police were called. The
truck was stolen a second time on Wednesday night, this time the lock on the
gate was cut. Police were called again
when the theft was discovered on Thursday morning. The truck was recovered on
South Neil Street where it was abandoned
after running out of gas. The condition of
the truck is being evaluated and there may
be significant damage to the engine. To
improve security, the locks to the building
have been changed and money and truck
keys will no longer be left in the building.
We hope this is just an isolated incident,
and we will continue business as usual.

MaR district until changes could be considered in the design review process currently in place. This moratorium is now
in place until November. At the same
time, work at both addresses has been
halted by a dispute over the location of
property lines.
.

The salvage committee and the PACA
Board have approved the initiation of
credit card sales at the warehouse. Our
treasurer, Lou Simpson, will be setting up
the procedure soon and Dan and John'
Leasure will get the necessary phone connection made. We think this will be a service that many of our customers will find
more convenient than cash or checks.

(For reference: both developments are
across the street from the Nathan C.
Ricker House which is a designated
Urbana Landmark and is listed on the
National Register. The Mixed Office
Residential (MaR) zoning category was
created in 1990 as part of the campus-todowntown plan. The MaR limits the size
of development and was created to
encourage adaptive reuse of existing
structures).

The PACA Board has also approved a bid
to have concrete pads poured on the east
side of our building and along the base of
David Myer's building to the north. This is
the first phase of a plan to improve the
appearance and functionality of the outdoor space. Afterwards, we will need to
build structures to support the slate and
marble that currently is leaning on the
-side of the buildings. A number of slate
bl~ck boards have been broken and the
large marble slabs can be dangerous to
handle because of their weight. Stop by
soon and see the progress.
A number of items around the warehouse,
especially in the side yard, have been sold
(and sometimes paid for), but not picked
up. Thi~ includes several bathtubs and a
number of large kitchen sinks. It is frustrating for customers to see items they
may want but that are already sold~ A
new policy will be posted at the warehouse stating that after 60 days if an item
is not picked up. it will be placed backon
sale and the mon~y will not be refunded.
Local Preservation Issues:
Much has been happening in the City of
Urbana. The controversy surrounding the
developments at 611 and 605 West Green
Street resulted in a petition to the City
Council by the West Urbana Neighborhood Association requesting a 120 day
moratorium on all development in the

The brick sidewalk debate in Urbana also
came before the Urbana Preservation
Commission and the Urbana City Council.
The debate was heated, and strong feelings were expressed on both sides of the
issue. The council denied the petition of
some residents who requested to have
their brick sidewalks replaced by concrete.
The East Urbana Neighborhood Association was successful in getting a grant to
restore a section of sidewalk in their
neighborhood and the city has also begun
repair of brick sidewalks. PACA has long
supported brick sidewalks when they are
properly maintained.

_
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SeniorCitizen
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Corporate

$15
$10
$10
$20
$75

o

AdditionalContribution

DACC Salvage
In May, PACA volunteers made three trips
to the DanviIIe Area Community College
and salvaged some interior architectural
features from three 1890s buildings scheduled for demolition. Some grey-pink marble was saved from former restrooms arid
shower rooms and there is still a significant amount to rescue. Let Dan Leasure
know if you want to help on a return trip.

MarkYour Calendars
Sunday October 12th will be the annual
party at the warehouse. This will be the
fifth party where we acknowledge the
work of our salvage volunteers and the
loyalty of our supporters and customers.
Suzanne Ashley-Wannemuehler
marble from DACe.

P.A.C.A.
MEMBERSHIP

Lead Paint
Jeff Gordon held his third -lead paint work
shop on June 2 at the warehouse. The
seminar was well attended. A policy is
now in place for PACA member rental of a
paint shaver with HEPA vacuum for safe
removal of paint. It has already been rented twice by PACA members. Stop by the
warehouse or call for details. A small fee
is charged to cover the cost of replacement
blades, vacuum bags, and filters.

MEMBERSHIPAPPLICATION

TYPE

INFORMATION:

o New
o Renewal

NAME:
ADDRESS:

PACA

_

Box 2575. STATIONA
CHAMPAIGN.IL 61825
WWW.PACACC.ORG
2173597222

PHONE:
E.MAIL:

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO PACA

Contributions

are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

salvaging

Taste of Champaign ~I.P's

New & Renewing Memberships
(received since the last newsletter)

Elizabeth Janicek
Dorothy Neumann
Catherine Barbercheck
Karen Ferneding
Kathy Reeves

Lou Simpson
Trina Simpson
Dan LeasUre
Rich Cahill
Grace Tsay

Charter Members (1981-1983)
Louisette Zuidema
Elaine & Allen Avner
~usan Appel
Dr. William D. Youngerman

Salvage Donations
Danville Area Community College
University of Illinois
Robert Osterbur
Habitate for Humanity
Kilian Farms
Blake & Stanley Weaver
City of Champaign
Nancy Martinkus, Mark Gnaedinger
Channing-MuITayFoundation
Central Electric
Phi Mu Sorority

Salvage

"-I.P.'s

Bob Swisher
Rich Cahill
Mike Miller
DaITel:Foste
Dan Leasure
Nicole Swiss
Mike Richards
Brian Duffield
Bill Odenweller
Elizabeth Janicek
Mike Janicek
Steve Mechling
Stuart Martin
Mark Bush
Suzanne AshleyWannamuehler

Tedra Ashley
Greg Oark
Saran Nemeth
Robert Nemeth
Glen Herriger
Al Friederick
Dave Godwin
Phyllis Godwin
Bill McNeil
Alan Weith
Matt Taylor
Don Fondless
Brent Stewart
Gary Peters
Keli Weaver
Jim Minor

SAVE THE DATE
FIFTH ANNUAL MEMBERS
AND VOLUNTEER
RECOGNITION
PARTY
OCTOBER
12
2:00 TO 11
SALVAGE WAREHOUSE

Over Ten Year Members
Andrew White Family
Lianne Anderson
Jack & Virginia Waaler
Mark Netter
Michael & Bonnie Irwin
James Fallon
Mrs. J.L. Fairchild
Glenna M. Bartell
Bruce C. Creamer
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Sutton
Sharen R. Slade
Laird Thompson
Rick OIT & Scott Larimer
Earl & Lynda Creutzburg
Joe & Phyllis Williams
Cheryl Kennedy
Sandra & George Batzli
Irma R. Lore
Steve & Kathy Roemmel
Five to Ten Year Members
Patrick & LInda Patterson
Dorothea Blue
Susanne Massell
Tod Satterthwaite
Bill & Blaney Bogner
Steven D. Brown
Ginny Sims & Janice Lines
Raymond Lytle
Daniel Leasure
Alan & Kristine Chalifoux
Charlotte & Ronald Hampton
Adelaide Aime
Darrel J. Foste
Ann Zahner

PACA Newsletter
P.O.Box 2575,Station A, Champaign, IL 61825
Richard CabiU, President
Kathy Reeves, Vice-President
Robert Nemeth, Secretary
Lou Simpson, Treasurer
Karen Lang Kummer, Exec. Director

359-PACA: Telephone & Answering Service
website: pacacc::.org
e-mail: pacaexdir@insightbb.com
Printed on recycled paper

Old Buildings Make Great Friends!

One to Four Year Members
Steve & Rollanda Szambaris
Clifford D. Clark
Christine Jenkins & Susan ~aring
Bruce & Patricia Rape
Mark Chenail
George & Cindy Weisiger
Nanette Koerner
Chris Knight
Katie Davidson & Rick Harton
Camille Declementi
Brad Wegrich
Susan Frobish
Ellen Beattie & Robert Damrau
Glass Fx /Richard Taylor (Corporate)
John & Carol Leasure
Barbara Horne
Karen Werth
Tim Wilson & Siri Engstrom
Francine McCullen
Mitchell & Frances Harris
Adrienne Edwards & Chris Ivey
Robert I. Selby
Amy Wagoner-Johnson
David & Donna Dunning
New Members
Chris & Bill Bell
Daniel Bray
Matt Murphy
Raymond & Ginger Timpone
Bill & Amy Meyer
Peggy Berg
Wes JaITell & Leslie Cooperband
Kevin Devine
Katrin Klingenberg
YoungJ. Moore
Gina Jackson
Susan Burger
Radio Maria/David Speers (Corporate)
Sonya Grindley
Benny & Lori Dow
Remember to check your mailing labelfor
your membership renewal date. The date
shown indicates when you last renewed;
membership runs for one yearfrom that date.
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